
Skill 20: Sell Successfully 
  
Students will be able to (SWBAT): 

1. Define the skill Sell Successfully and identify why the skill is important. 
2. Develop a plan to improve their own proficiency in the skill Sell Successfully. 

 
Provided Materials: Skill 20: Sell Successfully – Development Plan 
 

 
Skill Definition: Sell Successfully means convincing someone to approve an idea or buy                
a product.  
 

 
Warm Up Brainstorm (5-10 minutes): Write the provided skill definition on the board for 
students to copy. Ask students to brainstorm situations where they have sold something or would 
have to sell something (if you think the latter would be more helpful for students).  Be sure to write 
their ideas on the board, which might include selling… 
 

 personal qualifications and skills to potential employers during a job or college admissions 
interview 

 a concept for an advertisement at an advertising firm  

 a product or product idea as an entrepreneur 

 insurance as an insurance salesperson 

 shoes at a retail store in the mall 

 Girl Scout cookies 

 personal qualifications, skills and ideals while running for a political office 

 the university you work for to potential students 
 
Continue the discussion about selling using the following statement:  

 
Selling is important in all professions because it involves synthesizing information and 
persuading people. 
 
Good salespeople must convince others that their ideas or products are worth the price or 
commitment. An idea will not be put into action unless successfully sold to those in power.  This is 
applicable in any career.  For example, entrepreneurs sell their ideas to make marketable products, 
companies sell their projects and solutions so clients will hire them, politicians sell their ideas to 
voters to be elected, mechanics sell their skills and services to clients who they hope will return and 
bring additional customers. 
 
Guided Activity (20-25 minutes): Divide the class into small groups and give students these goals:  

 convince a local grocery store to hire you.  

 sell a product (example: a computer, a desk, a piece of chalk or another classroom object).  

 convince the class to donate money to the ASPCA.   
 



 
Tasks may be assigned to more than one group or you can create more tasks.  After five minutes, 
give each group a minute to sell their solutions, qualifications or products to the class.  After all 
groups have gone, ask the class to vote on which group was the most convincing.  Be clear that a 
group cannot vote for themselves.  If there is a tie, the teacher may break the tie.   
 
After this, ask students what the winning group did to convince the rest of the class their solution 
was best.  Create a list of responses on the board for students to record in their notes and discuss 
how these responses reflect the important characteristics of a salesperson.  Suggested characteristics 
of a salesperson might be: 
 

 Knowledge of the product or idea being sold 

 Ability to show enthusiasm for product or idea 

 Ability to listen to others  

 Ability to appeal to the interests of others (empathy) 

 Ability to make a good first impression (likable) 

 Ability to display the value or importance of an idea or product 

 Persuasiveness 
 
Remind students that in the end, everyone is competing to sell their own thoughts/ ideas/ beliefs/ 
products and having these characteristics can help you sell yours successfully. 
 
Independent Practice (5-10 minutes): Students complete the Skill 20: Sell Successfully – 
Development Plan. 
 
Evaluation: Assess the quality of the plans completed by the students and provide feedback using 
Part Three of this manual; compare to the responses they gave for Skill 20 in their initial Student 
Skills Assessment.  
 
Extension Activities: 

 Encourage students to work on their sales skills by having to give persuasive arguments/ 
debates in class or writing persuasive essays. 

 Create regular competitions in your class where students have a brief period of time to 
prepare a “pitch” to sell something and then get feedback from his/her classmates on their 
salesperson characteristics.   

  



Skill 20: Sell Successfully – Development Plan 
 
Name:         Date:      
 
Directions: Give yourself a rating of 1, 2, 3, or 4 in this skill, with 1 indicating poor proficiency and 

4 indicating excellence in the skill. Provide evidence for your rating. 

Rating:  ____ 

Evidence:  

 

 

 

 

Where do you want to be in six months and how will you measure your progress? 

 

 

 

 

List academic and non-academic activities to help you achieve your goal in six months, using the 

back of this page if necessary.  Each activity should be a specific academic experience, class, 

community service project, extra-curricular activity, internship or job.  List them in order from the 

most important to the least important. 

 

 

 

 

 


